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In this article, I examine the traditional children’s game Roman Soldiers as a vehicle through which children contemplated community amid sectarian strife. Drawing on published and archival sources from Ireland, Britain, and the Americas, I suggest that children played with, critiqued, and, at times, subverted the conflicts that engulfed their societies through this game. In the process, children frequently highlighted the necessity of reciprocity for the maintenance of communal accord.

The children’s game Roman Soldiers (RN 8255) was once among the most popular singing games in Britain according to the inimitable Iona and Peter Opie. I will argue that this Anglophonic game emerged in its current guise during the religious wars that followed the reformation in England, diffusing later to areas where similar conflicts emerged primarily as a result of English colonialism. Roman Soldiers proved to be a malleable resource that was recontextualized to particular socio-historical contexts in Ireland, Britain, and the Americas as a means of critiquing, and in some cases at least, subverting sectarian conflict.

Sources and Method

I have located 137 references to performances or versions of Roman Soldiers, approximately half of which pertain to England and a fourth each to Scotland and Ireland. Six versions from the U.S.A. and one each from the Isle of Man, Canada, and Trinidad were available to me. Accounts of the game varied from mere mentions to full descriptions and consisted of both manuscript and printed sources. I have relied

heavily on the Schools’ Manuscripts Collection of the National Folklore Collection, University College Dublin, the many British folklore collections available online through the Vaughan Williams Library, and the published works of Alice Bertha Gomme and the Opies.³

It is important to note that the vast majority of the published versions I consulted were collected by folklorists. Many of the authors in question either recorded versions of the game themselves at first-hand or had versions sent to them by trusted correspondents who were also engaged in folklore collecting.⁴ Despite the relative trustworthiness of my sources many of the versions of Roman Soldiers available to me were fragmentary and often reflected the training, skills, preoccupations, and resources of collectors. Most collections evince a focus on the dialogue and lyrics of the game and often neglect the accompanying melodies and kinesics, for instance. This is likely due to two not unrelated factors; namely, a lack of musical transcription skills and the foregrounding of verbal elements of texts on the part of some collectors.⁵

I am acutely aware that fragmentary texts of this nature may obscure certain contexts from the researcher’s view, leaving room for potentially damaging conjecture. This risk is all the more salient with regards to children’s folklore studies where, as Richard Bauman has noted, there has been a tendency to view “children’s folklore from an adult imperative and perspective,” primarily as a means of enculturation into adulthood.⁶ While mindful of these facts, I hope this article will demonstrate the potential benefits and affordances of historic-geographic studies, including their potential to reconstruct cultural history from a more democratic perspective and to uncover shared preoccupations across space and through time. Folklorists in the United States, Britain, and Ireland are privileged with especially vast collections of children’s games amassed by members of their respective folklore societies; engagement with these collections holds great promise.
Roman Soldiers: An Overview

Roman Soldiers is a line game in which two opposing teams of even number face each other at the outset. Each line advances and retreats as they sing in a call and response format, and the game generally concludes with a contest or fight of some kind. One might have presumed that a violent game of this nature would be the preserve of boys. Gomme, for instance, seems to associate “contest games”—a category of games within which she includes Roman Soldiers—exclusively with boys.7 The evidence suggests, however, that Roman Soldiers was played by both girls and boys.8 Some sources even suggest that the game may have been more popular among girls.9 Very few collectors noted the participants’ ages, although the Irish Schools’ Manuscripts Collection does include versions of the game dictated by children between the ages of 11 to 14 from their own repertoires.10

The Opposing Parties

The initial situation of the game, in Vladimir Propp’s terms, involves the formation and naming of two lines.11 In Britain, Gomme has noted that the first line of participants were variously referred to as the rovers, guardian soldiers, gallant soldiers, Roman soldiers, Prince Charlie’s men, and French soldiers, while the opposing lines went by the titles King William’s soldiers, King George’s men, or simply English soldiers.12 On closer inspection most of the combinations will be shown to personify historical conflicts between Catholics and Protestants.

The lines were most commonly referred to as Roman and English soldiers in England.13 Little more than a handful of the English versions available to me include any other combination of identities, and in most of these exceptions the Roman soldiers are retained and the English soldiers are replaced by King William’s men,14 British soldiers,15 or, in one version, by Norman soldiers.16
In Scotland, King James’s men, or Prince Charlie’s men in one case, are most commonly faced by English forces, such as Queen Mary’s, King William’s, or King George’s men. The Romans and British were also known to face each other in Scotland. Surprisingly, three Scottish versions pit Prince George’s men against Prince William’s men.

In Ireland, the two lines were referred to as English and Irish Soldiers most commonly—in 12 versions to be exact. The autobiography of the renowned playwright Seán Ó’Casey exemplifies the localization of Roman Soldiers in his native East Wall, Dublin, where one line was titled Parnell’s men in reference to the Irish nationalist and leader of the Irish Parliamentary Party, Charles Stewart Parnell. The Roman and English combination also reappears in three Irish versions analysed here. Frank Kidson noted that the opposing sides represented King James’s men and King William’s men in “many places in Ireland,” and while it would make perfect sense for this combination to appear in Ireland given the historical importance of the Williamite Wars (1688–1691), I have not uncovered any other evidence for this combination in Ireland. As in Scotland, anomalies appear in five Irish versions in which Roman soldiers oppose Irish soldiers.

Conflicts between the French and English are represented in the game’s manifestation in Canada, a conflict which also encompassed religious sectarianism. It is also important to note that Roman Soldiers was, at least occasionally, adapted to conflicts of a non-religious nature, as illustrated by a version from North Carolina that includes the Confederate and Union forces of the American Civil War. Similarly, three English versions seem to have taken inspiration from the World Wars and the Napoleonic Wars, as discussed in more detail below.
Disparity and the Ethic of Reciprocity

The first proper function of Roman Soldiers, in a Proppian sense, is the introduction of a lack—a disparity between the two lines. The lack is generally introduced when one line offers bread and wine to the other, when one line asks the other for bread and wine, or, alternatively, when one line acknowledges possession of bread and wine, which automatically suggests a lack on the part of the opposing line. The following example from Banteer, County Cork, gives an idea of the typical opening exchanges.

... the English Soldiers start off and say:

“Have you got some bread and wine, bread and wine, bread and wine? Have you got some bread and wine for we are the English Soldiers?”

The Irish Soldiers then repeat:

“Yes, we have got some bread and wine, bread and wine, bread and wine. Yes, we have got some bread and wine for we are the Irish Soldiers.”

English Soldiers then say:

“Will ye give us some of it, some of it, some of it? Will ye give us some of it for we are the English Soldiers?”

Irish Soldiers reply:

“We will give ye none of it, none of it, We will give ye none of it for we are the Irish Soldiers.”

The bread and wine is certainly the most common motif in Roman Soldiers appearing as it does in all of the Scottish versions available to me and in the vast majority of the Irish versions. A slice of cake is offered or requested in three Irish versions, replacing the bread on occasion. The slice of cake motif is popular in English versions of the game but does not appear in any of the Scottish versions available to me. There are several other motifs that appear in the opening section of English versions, including beer, ale, and gin. The bread and wine remain
common in England appearing together in approximately 30% of the versions there. Wine often appears in English versions separate from the bread, however, and thus features in 79% of the versions from England overall.

**Violating the Ethic of Reciprocity**

A *violation* of some sort follows the introduction of the lack where one line refuses the offer of bread and wine—either for no apparent reason or because the offer is said to be too meagre—or is refused the bread and wine after requesting it from the opposing line. This action may be extended and intensified with the inclusion of additional requests or offers, as in the following example collected by Cecil Sharp in Somerset:\(^33\)

```
Have you any bread and wine?
For we are the English,
Have you any bread and wine?
For we are the English soldiers.

Yes, we have some bread and wine,
For we are the Romans,
Yes, we have some bread and wine,
For we are the Roman soldiers.

Then we will have one cup full,
For we are the English,
Then we will have one cup full,
For we are the English soldiers.

No, you won’t have one cup full,
For we are the Romans,
No you won’t have one cup full,
For we are the Roman soldiers.

Then we will have 2 cups full etc.
No, you shan’t have 2 cups full etc.
Then we will have 3 cups full etc.
```
No, you shan’t have 3 cups full.34

The Threat of Violence

With repetition, offers usually intensify and develop into threats. As Jean Rodger from Forfar, Scotland, recounted: “When you march forward to begin this first line, you’re quite pleasant, and then you get aggressive.”35

The threats generally consist of one line calling on an individual or group with authority. This threat is subsequently rejected or belittled by the opposing line, like so:

We will tell the policemen…
What care we for the policemen…
We will tell the red-coat men…
What care we for the red coat men…
We will tell the magistrate…
What care we for the magistrate.36

The red-coats,37 black and tans,38 and the magistrates commonly appear in Irish versions as signifiers of English authority.39 One version from Derryconnery, County Cork, includes the following significant reference to a shift in the access to power in the independent Irish Free State:

We will kill the old police,
We are roamy roamers,
We will kill the old police,
For ye are Irish Soldiers.

What about the new police.
We are Irish Soldiers.40

In Scotland, red-coats, blue-coats, magistrates, and policemen are mentioned.41 The authority of one line might be announced and subsequently refuted by revealing their identities and the King or Queen to whom they are loyal, as in the following example:
We are all King James’s men…
What care we for King James’s men.42

We are King George’s loyal men…
What care we for King George’s men.43

Many of the same figures are mentioned in English versions. Significantly, however, the “Pope of Rome” is invoked in seven English versions I have examined.44 In West Cumberland, for example, the following lines were exchanged:

We are fighting for the Pope…
And we for the English Queen.

Religious tensions are further exemplified in a version recorded by Cecil Sharp in Devon:

We will tell the magistrate…
We will tell the church…
We will tell the parson priest…
We don’t care for the dirty old beast.45

Also in Cambridgeshire, the Romans call on their “new born prince”—most likely a reference to Bonny Prince Charlie, evoking the Jacobite rebellions.46 As in the Scottish versions, the English occasionally threaten to inform their king or majesty.47

Alongside the more serious threats discussed up to this point, Roman Soldiers also typically included threats of a more humorous nature. In Somerset, England, for example, the lines threaten: “We will send our cats to scratch… We will send our dogs to bite.”48 One line threatens to send for “cripple dick” in Scotland and England.49 In Banteer, Cork, the Irish soldiers threaten to inform “Mary Mac,”50 and in parts of England one line threatens to “tell the fat-bellied man.”51 These seemingly frivolous threats are, in fact, crucial to the meaning of the game and will be returned to in the concluding section of this article.
The Resolution

Roman Soldiers generally concludes with a “fight” or “contest.” The Opies noted that Roman Soldiers was one of only two singing games that could be called true “contests”: “‘Nuts in May’ and ‘Romans and English’ are games in the fullest sense of the word. There is a trial of strength, and doubt about the outcome. One side or the other can be said to have won.”52 The concluding section typically begins with a variant of the following verse:

Are you ready for a fight?
We are the Romans.
Are you ready for a fight?
For we are the Roman soldiers.

Yes, we’re ready for a fight,
We are the British,
Yes, we’re ready for a fight,
For we are the British soldiers.53

The invitation to fight is developed humorously in some versions as follows:

We shall have a battle then.
At what hour does the battle begin?
Half past three the battle begins.54

Accounts of the remainder of this concluding section vary substantially, often due to the fact that collectors neglected to comment more precisely on its form. Nonetheless, there are some commonalities throughout the descriptions available to us. Both lines frequently joined in a ring and sang a version of the following verse:55

Now here we are in the battle field,
The battle field, the battle field.
Now here we are in the field,
Bang! Shot! Fire!56
In some versions, this was succeeded by::

Now I have only got one hand, got one hand;
Shoot! Bang! Fire!

Now I have only got one eye;
Shoot! Bang! Fire!

Now I have only got one leg.57

The concluding contest seems to have commonly taken the form of a tug of war between the two lines,58 but in some places a “cock-fight” ensued where each side attempted to topple the other to the ground while hopping on one foot.59 In Plymouth, Massachusetts, the tug of war consisted of “each player in one line seizing the hands of the opposing player of the other and engaging in an individual tug of war.” John Hornby observed that the tug of war could take place as part of a ring dance in England, “the ‘English’ side of the ring against the ‘Romans’ still keeping the ring-form. The side containing the one who gives way is condemned…”61 Alternatively, a leader from each line might be selected to tug for winner’s rights.62

Despite both the Opies’ and Gomme’s classification of Roman Soldiers as a game of contest,63 it seems that contests were not ever-present in the game. The “loss of limbs,” described above, was followed by a dramatization of death and the resurrection of both lines in several places, for example. In Carrick-on-Suir, Tipperary, both lines conclude by singing, “Now we’re all dead and gone… Now we’re all alive again…”64

Furthermore, several collectors suggested that Roman Soldiers concluded with the formation of a ring by both sides and with the participants singing in unison.65 On the Isle of Wight the participants would sing:
Now we’ve made up friends again,
We are the English,

Now we’ve made up friends again,
We are the English soldiers.66

And in Hampshire:

Then let us join our happy ring,
For we are the English/Romans!

Then let us join our happy ring,
We are the English/Roman Soldiers!67

**Dialogic and Melodic Form**

Roman Soldiers is composed of four-line stanzas, each line consisting of four stressed syllables divided into two equal half-lines by a caesura, as is common in Anglo-Saxon poetry.68 Anne Geddes Gilchrist argued that there were two typical forms of this game that differ in respect of their dialogic and melodic forms—one English (Type A) and one confined to Scotland and the border counties of England (Type B). Type A consists of a double refrain that alternates with the verse line as follows:

Will you have some bread and wine?
We are the Romans,
Will you have some bread and wine?
For we are the Roman soldiers.69

Type B consists of three lines followed by a coda, as exemplified below:

Have you any bread and wine,
Bread and wine, bread and wine,
Have you any bread and wine,
My Theerie and my Thorie.70
The regional distribution of these forms is more complex than Gilchrist suggests. Type A certainly predominates in England appearing in approximately 90% of the versions available to me; however, Type B was not restricted to the northern counties of England. Type B was far more common in Scotland and featured in just over half of the versions there. Interestingly, almost 80% of the Irish versions correspond to Type B.

Gilchrist further differentiates the Scottish and English ecotypes on the basis of their accompanying melodies: “one more or less like ‘Bobby Shafto’ [Melody 1] and the other the ever-useful ‘Nuts in May’ [Melody 2].” Gilchrist associates Nuts in May with Scotland and Bobby Shafto with England.

Melody 1

Will you give us bread and wine? We are the Romans.

Melody 2

Have you got any bread and wine, Bread and wine, bread and wine?

Melody 1 is the sole melody mentioned in connection with Roman Soldiers in England. The Opies documented one exceptional version in London where they
noted that Melody 1 accompanied the opening verses as usual but that the game was concluded with a ring dance performed to the tune of Nuts in May [Melody 2].

Of the 11 Scottish melodies available to me, six are versions of Melody 1. Nuts in May accounts for three of the Scottish versions. A third melody also appears in Scotland, which is more generally associated with the game London Bridge [Melody 3].

Further distinctions between English and Scottish versions might be made on the basis of codas. A variation of “My theerie and my-thorie” concludes over 60% of the Scottish versions, for example. Occasionally a variant of the line “within a golden story” appears in Scottish versions also. Both of these Scottish variants appear to have influenced versions of Roman Soldiers in the United States. The Scottish influence is also evident in a version from Tyrone, Ireland, where John Marshall noted the following variant: “… Hissowry, O Hissowry (The refrain varies slightly in different localities, it may be ‘Mitheery, O Hithoory’ or ‘Mitheery, an Mithorey’.” English versions occasionally include the caudal refrain “Whether we are drunk or sober.”

\[\text{Melody 3}\]
Referring to Roman Soldiers in England, the Opies noted that “The general feeling now [among scholars] is that it is a struggle between the Roman Catholic and Protestant churches, the ‘bread and wine’ being highly significant.”82 The Opies were skeptical of this interpretation, however, arguing that “quite apart from the fact that Roman and English are not the earliest known contestants, bread and wine were everyday fare (wine well into the nineteenth century) and are by no means to be confined to the bread and wine of sacrament.”83 Steve Roud has suggested that “the
presence of ‘bread and wine’ in some versions and ‘Romans’ in others means that the song is about the age-old enmity between Protestants and Catholics.” Although, he concludes that “there is no evidence to support a notion based on such highly selective internal textual clues.”

The formal and comparative study undertaken here provides additional evidence and support for the centrality of Protestant and Catholic strife to this game. As we have seen above, the vast majority of the opposing parties that feature in versions from England, Scotland and Ireland consist of Catholic and Protestant identities. The structural centrality of the bread and wine as the first action of the game and its appearance in all but a few Irish and Scottish versions adds further weight to the argument for the greater symbolic significance of the bread and wine. The predominance of Roman and English soldiers as well as the occasional references to the Pope in English versions further exemplifies the theme of religious strife in this game.

The evidence also suggests that Roman Soldiers originated in England. It was in England that the earliest tensions arose between Protestants and Roman Catholics during the religious wars that followed the reformation, providing the earliest cultural conditions conducive to this game. Anne Geddes Gilchrist recognised as much when she wrote that “the game is a reminiscence of faction-fights between Romanists and their post-Reformation opponents.” Secondly, Roman Soldiers is an Anglophonic game and we can say with some certainty that it did not originate in either Gaelic or Welsh-speaking areas. The fact that twice as many versions of Roman Soldiers have been documented in England might also be included as evidence in favour of this point of origin, although the concentration of folklore collecting efforts in England, especially in relation to children’s games, may account for some of this disparity in representation. Finally, Roman and English soldiers are the only combination to appear in versions of the game in England, Scotland, and
Ireland which suggests that this may be the oldest combination. While Roman and English soldiers maintained relevance in the contexts of Scotland and Ireland, children in each of these places favoured localized and contemporary identities in their articulation of religious strife.

Despite the fact that the earliest references to Roman Soldiers date to c. 1837 in Scotland, c. 1875 in England, and c. 1890 in Ireland, it is possible that the identities employed by the participants provide evidence for the earlier diffusion of the game, given that there is evidence to suggest the game was adapted contemporaneously to more recent conflicts. The Opies mention a version that arose in the aftermath of World War II in which English and German Soldiers faced each other, for example. The influence of World War I is evident in a version from Leeds where Russian and English soldiers confronted each other. Gomme also provides a version from Sussex in which French and English soldiers were opposed and noted that “Miss Chase [one of Gomme’s correspondents] says the game is said to date from the alarm of Napoleon’s threatened landing on the coast”. By extension, it seems possible that the Old and Young Pretenders were added to the Scottish versions during the Jacobite rebellions of the 17th and 18th centuries.

The structure of Roman Soldiers reveals a syntagmatic movement from peace to conflict, illustrating the central preoccupation of the game and its participants with the nature of war. The beginnings of war in the eyes of children involves the recognition of differential identities, based for the most part on national and/or religious affiliation. Inequity between the two sides (i.e., the lack) and differential access to, or a contestation over, power (i.e., the threats and appeals to authority) intensify the interaction leading, inevitably, to a battle. As we have seen, neither side is left unscathed by war, and all participants suffer injuries (i.e., the loss of limbs).

No discernible pattern of good and evil sides has become apparent to me during my analysis. In general, the concluding contest seems to recognize that war is
unpredictable rather than dramatizing the defeat of one particular side. It is important to note, however, that unpredictability is characteristic of games as a genre.94 Had I the opportunity to observe this game being performed, I may have found that the absence of symbolic representations and moral valuation of opposed warring groups had more to do with facilitating unpredictable outcomes to the contest in order to drive competition. A performance-centred analysis might have further shown the concluding contest to be less about chance and more about the strategic manipulation, limitation, or removal of chance.95

Some versions of Roman Soldiers certainly acknowledge the realities and possible political leanings of the game’s participants. In several Scottish versions, for example, the Catholics are in possession of bread and wine and the English forces are portrayed as demanding it from them, as follows:

Have you any bread and wine…
Yes, we have some bread and wine…
We shall have one glass of it…96

The scant evidence from Ireland does not evince any such pattern. If the Irish are in possession of the bread and wine, the English will request rather than demand the bread and wine.97 Alternatively, the English might offer the bread and wine and the Irish might refuse,98 or the English might refuse to share after the Irish request the bread and wine.99

All the above scenarios are evident in the English versions also, with no clear preference apparent in the versions available to me. Some English versions certainly reflect the political leanings of participants, such as the three versions in which the following line appears: “We are come to take your land, we are the Romans.”100 In a version that Cecil Sharp documented in Birmingham, the game concluded in a dramatization of conflict “in which [the] Romans are defeated.”101
While Roman Soldiers clearly reflects children’s articulation of the nature of war, it also subverts this reality, often through the use of parody. Parody is clearly apparent in what the Opies described as the “spellbinding irrationality” of the conflict in Roman Soldiers. Take, for example, the humorous references to cats, dogs, cripple dick, etc., as figures of authority as well as the nonchalant manner in which both sides agree to fight. The movement from line formation, seemingly signifying confrontation and differences of opinion, to a ring or circle form which suggests “alliance, amity and kinship” further acts to playfully subvert the conflict. The concluding “cock-fight” and the “loss of limbs” are also clearly humorous. Many collectors, in fact, referred to the concluding contest as a “mock-fight” in recognition of this playful subversion. Perhaps the most extreme case of subversion occurs in the versions in which the contest is removed from the game altogether in favour of a dramatization of death and resurrection of all participants.

The conflict develops over bread and wine, which, given the divergences in the interpretation of this shared symbol’s significance as either the literal or symbolic body and blood of Christ, might underscore differences between Protestants and Catholics. In most cases, however, the conflict seems to develop as a result of greed rather than difference in that the side in possession of bread and wine chooses not to share it sufficiently or the opposing side demands too great a share. The introduction of the bread and wine suggests that conflict may be avoided through adherence to the ethic of reciprocity. Interestingly, a similar provocation to war has been documented by Ray Cashman in a Christmas mummer’s plays in Tyrone, in the north of Ireland, where Prince George demands payment from Saint Patrick for oats and hay he had fed to his horse. Many further comparisons could be drawn between the British and Irish mummer’s plays and Roman Soldiers. Not only do these cognate expressive forms share similar distribution patterns, but, most significantly, they both represent dramatizations of conflict—frequently between Catholics and Protestants.
Like the mummer’s play, Roman Soldiers acted “as an expressive vehicle for epistemological contemplation and debate” on the nature, difficulties, and crux of community at times of division. At certain points in time and in particular places difference and political allegiance might permeate the game, reiterating divides. At the same time, Roman Soldiers seems to invite, maybe even entice, participants to play with their realities. As a performance this game invites social connection, and as a play genre it effects “a removal from the real world into the stylized one… allowing for a ‘playing out’ of motives we don’t allow ourselves under the circumstances of real life.” I suggest that the widespread diffusion of Roman Soldiers evinces a shared preoccupation and desire among children to play with the realities of sectarian conflict. By employing parody and through the manipulation of form, children often achieved powerful bids toward an alternative vision of community in this game, one based on the recognition of difference but mindful of the imperative of reciprocity in maintaining social cohesion.
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